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BREAKOUT SESSION 1
Challenges and Strategies



Breakout Session 1: Room 2

● Asynchronous (not done at the same time, e.g. pre-recorded 
lectures)/synchronous (done at the same time, e.g. real-time meetings)

● Tips for non-text based instruction
● Student are choosing to leave video off - can be very challenging to facilitate

○ How to assess participation/interaction without video?

● Pulling intake/onboarding component online - asynchronous
● Ensuring remote WT are successful for students and employers
● 3 times a week synchronous with smaller groups and activities to get whole 

group feeling, do breakout rooms from there
● Students like recorded lectures - very accessible



Breakout Session 1: Room 3

Challenges: 

Student engagement, especially in asynchronous contexts

Challenges with technology

Curriculum design

Strategies:

Community Building

Group work



SESSION 1: Breakout Room 4

Lindsay Wood (Kwantlen), Kristin (SFU), Sanya (UBC), Karena (Camosun), Mohna (Capilano), Alyssa (UVic)

Challenges related to online learning: Mobile access to Zoom  is frustrating, 
technologies other than zoom have limitations and some institutions are not 
allowing use of Zoom (UVic, UBC and SFU are using Zoom). Looking to recreate 
the “Drop-in” capabilities. 

Possible strategies:Workshop format (with course syllabus, etc.) has had good 
engagement. Incorporating “office hours” for students to drop-in to Zoom without 
the need to book a meeting. Move outside of the traditional 9-5 hours (including 
evenings and weekends; to allow for multiple time zones). Embed quizzes into 
videos to build engagement for watching.



Breakout Session 1: Room 5
Challenges Strategies

UVic - Mock interview clinic. Learning 
technology, test it, more staff

Used Zoom - with multiple break out rooms with two people (one 
person assigned to manage break out rooms, one person facilitating)

CanAssist @ UVic - creating the 
platform from an inclusive perspective

Rolled out Kaltura (sp?) - recaps with captioning and quizzes. Tried to 
keep things centralized with asynchronous material

UNBC - New Co-op Program with no 
access to ‘hallway’ chats
Trying to build program and put it online 
at the same time

Ask a lot of questions
Reach out to the center for teaching and learning
Focusing on the student side first (BCom, Engineering, Ecosystem, 
Computer Science)
Hire a co-op student

SFU (Darelle Odo) - Communicating 
changes re WFH and hiring with 
employers

Central Marketing person is organizing funding page with SWPP and 
other funding sources
Using WFH resources built by CEWIL



Breakout Session 1: Room 6
Members: Luc Larocque, Sarka Polivkova, Alejandra Huerta Guerra, David Yuen, Lianne(?) Johnston

Too much to juggle for one instructor with so many activities and messages. Having a co-pilot is 
helpful, but not always available. We want to ensure everyone gets a chance to interact.

Tracking engagement: should students use video? (may be distracting)

New co-op students typically attend large conferences which will have to transition online (up to 
300 students). Asynchronous teaching might be helpful for consistency in teaching the course 
moving forward, but interaction is lacking.

Breakout rooms are useful for Mock Interview Clinics, but it is a lot to manage. Perhaps having 
rooms with multiple students that stay in the room and employers rotating through rooms?

Software: Moodle-Blackboard Collaborate Ultra, Zoom, Microsoft Teams



Breakout Session 1: Room 7

Meg Thompson, Marilyn Funk, Stephanie Clark, Eileen Wang, Diane Luszniak, Zoreen

Challenge, without in person delivery - how to replicate this in a Zoom or other online format, 
can’t build rapport with face to face interaction

Solution, create more one on one interactions, touch points through semester.

Use focused questions to create conversations on Zoom.

Be mindful of other students demands on learning online, ie other classes

Solution, ask students how a valuable check in would look for them.

Create interactive sessions. Create opportunities for questions.



Breakout Session 1: Room 8

How does a hybrid model look like?  Resume reviews seem straightforward online but 
monitoring visits may be challenging.  Still looking into it.

Re ‘term checkins’ more check-ins may be useful as everyone is coping with new work 
conditions.  How do you ensure quality in a work term these days?

How will networking look like? Okanagan College will have an employer panel discussion re 
online networking.  Hard to provide opportunities without taxing the employers too much…  
After the panel, there will be breakout rooms for more ‘intimate’ networking.

So much uncertainty and ambiguity - unknowns!

How much synchronis and how much asynchronis?   A challenge transferring everything 
online!  How can we offer same personal service/environment?  Avoiding screen fatigue



BREAKOUT SESSION 2
Engagement



BREAKOUT SESSION 2: ROOM 1

● Making sure we do some sort of activity during workshop and get feedback
○ Chat, emoji reactions, poll

● Students are burnt out from online learning, so trying to support them
○ Stick to 1-hour workshop sessions, include interaction (Mentimeter, Kahoot, Padlet)
○ Breakout rooms can help, but require a lot of work on behalf of facilitator

● Start with basics at the beginning
● In Collaborate Ultra - take screenshot to take attendance (or use reports - see screenshots to right)
● Some students just won’t put on video - make some portions of video “mandatory”?
● Attendance not mandatory, but have to show engagement through asynchronous activities in replacement
● Recording sessions to allow for different time zones, different learning styles, accessibility

○ Recordings in Collaborate Ultra stay for as long as the course is around; can be downloaded but file is quite large

● Set up discussion/course in a way that enhances engagement, particularly for people who may not want 
to/be able to participate in live sessions

● People who have English as additional language may have troubles keeping up in in large, live group 
conversations



BREAKOUT SESSION 2: ROOM 2

Creating a game - Jeopardy; easy to create!  Will try to gamify some of the learning.  
Interaction like this can be fun!

Short polls though apps like Kahout!  Slido (interactive questions that incorporates audience 
polling)

Other app - Padlet (?)

Sharing to/Looking at the open learning resources

Creativity - LMMS App. free music production to help create poetry and music -
https://lmms.io

Empowering students to find the answers themselves vs lecturing and giving them the 
answer



BREAKOUT SESSION 2: ROOM 3

Promoting engagement in your online pivot

● Office hours: Q&A format, survey students what times they prefer (e.g. 
through Instagram), 

● Orientation session: Good response compared to in-person orientation
● Flexibility promotes engagement: Students can complete requirements 

regardless of where they are
● Students working remotely: reinforce importance of communicating with 

supervisor/colleagues



BREAKOUT SESSION 2: ROOM 4

Ideas for engagement:

● A lot of students are turning off video - tell students to put on their video and audio so 
that the interview practice is as close to a ‘real interview’ as possible

● IPP - Introduction to professional practice has 500 students enrolled (UVic)
○ Pass or fail
○ Need to complete to pass in order to have access to the job board

■ Try to get the students to see ‘whats in it for them’
■ Put yourself in the students’ shoes
■ Look at what industry is looking at

● Assessments and evaluations for engagement -
● Using tools like google doc, chat, polls, breakout groups 
● Break out rooms - rotating the facilitators into different break out rooms
● Online Learning and teaching hub - 5 week course on getting courses online



BREAKOUT SESSION 2: ROOM 5

● Providing discipline-specific networking opportunities
○ Employer panel
○ Informational interviews to align with recruiting time

● LinkedIn Series open to all programs and recorded
○ Alumni contact info/sites
○ Alumni panel to share what has changed in the workplace - a sense of security that things are still going
○ Highlighting how adaptability is key during pandemic

● Mock Interviews
○ Big Interview, some teaching, some online practice
○ LinkedIn has a free video recording platform to help with feedback one question at a time

● Ask students for what helps them to feel more engaged
○ Using a focus group

● How to keep students to apply for opportunities
○ Weekly email update - current postings, and dates and deadlines
○ Blog
○ Open house Zoom room



BREAKOUT SESSION 2: ROOM 6

Office hours in the evening: opportunity to meet students where they are at, being 
more flexible, removing transportation barriers

-increased engagement with online

-time is right for connection; people craving it, alternative ways to connect, people 
have the time,video messages

-could we meet outside in small groups? Personal face to face connection. 
Optional, logistic challenges

. 



BREAKOUT SESSION 2: ROOM 8

Promoting engagement in our online pivot

- Being purposeful with our sync/async choices
- What is the reason we would choose these?
- Using virtual internships (Riipen) as pairs
- Using interviews at the end (action items,building relationships)

- Could building relationships (one on one) be part of the key to async?

- Tasks - give a common goal



BREAKOUT SESSION 2: ROOM 7

Format of engagement:

Online: 1-3 hour sessions instead of 3-6 hour weekend sessions or workshops

Polls, feedback, emoji’s activities every 3-4 slides, increase activity time in an online session vs f2f

Encouraging chats and break out sessions

Lesson planning: Storyboarding it properly, synchronous vs asynchronous

Technologies: Zoom, BB Collaborate/Ultra, LMS

Video has privacy implications-UBC and SFU has clear guidelines on not asking students to show video

Using more than one instructor  (one facilitator and a moderator)



Resources (1)
https://ceric.ca/2020/06/how-to-create-effective-online-career-workshops

https://www.universityaffairs.ca/opinion/in-my-opinion/how-to-adapt-experiential-learning-activities-in-the-time-of-covid-19

http://eduvation.ca/2020/05/hyflex-learning/

 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/27441032/

https://www.universityaffairs.ca/opinion/in-my-opinion/how-to-adapt-experiential-learning-activities-in-the-time-of-covid-
19/?utm_source=CERIC+Subscriptions&utm_campaign=29325894f1-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2017_05_25_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_1d052da7c8-29325894f1-457923765



Resources (2)
FREE Facilitating learning online (FLO) courses and 

webinars at BCcampus:
https://bccampus.ca/topics-of-practice/learning-teaching/facilitating-learning-online/



TOPICS for the future?
Conscious and effective use of synchronous and 

asynchronous formats


